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2015 Year in Review
Significant progress made on key industry priorities in 2015
• Enactment of Trade Promotion Authority and finalization of Trans-Pacific
Partnership Agreement
– Industry played key role in Hill advocacy and grassroots on TPA
• Significant progress on FDA regulatory reform
– Key industry proposals included in 21st Century Cures Act as passed by
the House
• Enactment of a 2-year suspension of the medical device tax
– Major step towards full repeal

THANK YOU!
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Federal Legislative Priorities
In 2016
• Medical device tax:
– Saying “thank you”
– Communicating on the use of saved revenue to build the case for
repeal

• FDA regulatory reform:
– Finishing the job on 21st Century Cures
• Coverage and reimbursement reform:
– Educating policymakers on CMS process flaws and the impact on
innovation
– Guarding against bad proposals

• TPP
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Medical Device Tax
• 2016 Goal: creating an environment for further relief
– Q1-Q3: Say thank you and describe positive impact of tax
suspension

• How we talk about use of saved revenue will be key to
maintaining industry credibility and positioning for further
relief
• Message focus: innovation, investment, research and growth
– Use anecdotes wherever possible
– Link relief to investments that will grow jobs, strengthen
industry in the U.S., and lead to benefits for patients.
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FDA Regulatory Reforms
• House passed 21st Century Cures initiative in July: 344-77. Bill
includes all AdvaMed regulatory reform proposals.
• Senate Healthier Americans initiative moving in phases.
– Progress on package impeded by disagreement over mandatory
NIH / FDA funding, concerns around drug price debate.
– First mark-up 2/9: passed Burr/Franken bill on least
burdensome, CLIA waiver, and central IRBs. Mark-up also
included Murray scopes legislation.
– Future mark-ups tentative for March 9 & April 6
• Breakthrough pathway, combination products, and software
proposals slated for March

 Key message: support mark-ups, Burr/Franken bill breakthrough
pathway bill
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Payment Reforms
• Primary Goal: create understanding and awareness of coverage and
reimbursement obstacles to patient access to medtech.
– Secondary Goal: remind policymakers on the value of medtech to
patients and the economy.

• Key messages: patient access, not reimbursement, to avoid pivot to price /
cost issues.
• Pursuing stand-alone bills:
– Breakthrough Pathway (Sen. Coats, Reps. Boustany & Bilirakis)
– Automatic coverage of IDE clinical trials (Sen. Coats, Reps. Young &
Peters)
– LCD process reforms (Reps. Jenkins & Kind)
– Telehealth (Sens. Gardner & Peters)
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Engaging in Value Discussions

